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COFFEE WITHOUT
COMPROMISE
Learn more about our approach
to creating a unique in-line
thermoforming process for singleserve coffee pods that provide both:
high quality coffee and sustainabilty.

TAKING COFFEE CAPSULES
TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Reinventing the coffee capsule – this was our goal when we first started
developing our sustainable, high-barrier, PP single-serve coffee pods.
Four years of research led to a unique material structure that is compostable
and therefore not only protects the flavor of freshly roasted coffee beans,
but also our planet.
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Sustainability

Thanks to our compatible designs,
we are the only producer on the
market who is able to offer a variety
of capsules matching different
machines.

PURPOSE-DRIVEN
DESIGN
Together with our partners from
around the globe we developed
sustainable pod solutions, designed
to provide best-in-class protection,
flavor, and aroma. Find out more
about our products and materials.

One great advantage of coffee stored in capsules is that it enables us to seal and
lock the whole flavor of freshly roasted beans in just one pod, while making sure
none of the aroma gets lost. It is in fact one of the best ways of preserving coffee
and its incomparable taste.
Our high-performance materials can be recycled, prevent the coffee from being
contaminated with oxygen or moisture, and ensure a safe heating process.
By constantly reinventing and developing our materials, we at PACCOR make sure
to create capsules that minimize waste and maximize the taste of the product.
This brochure will give you insights into how our capsules capture and keep
the aroma while reducing their eco-footprint and meeting the requirements of
different people’s needs. The technology we use to produce these capsules is
industry leading – taking us one step closer to introducing a more sustainable
and superior-quality coffee into the homes of many.

COMPOSTABLE
S OLUTIONS
Thanks to our compostable pods,
our clients do not have to have
a guilty conscience for choosing
coffee. Read more about our latest
sustainability achievements.

Koke Pursals, Managing Director at PACCOR Iberia EDV
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OUR APPR OAC H

MORE TASTE,
LESS WASTE

As a signatory to the New Plastics Economy Global Commitment,
we have not only developed another single-serve pod solution,
but also a compostable coffee capsule revolution. Thanks to our
innovative materials engineering team, our capsules provide
a great aroma barrier and can be recycled safely and easily.

OUR APPR OAC H

DE S I G N E D
T O B E C O M P AT I B L E
Our single-serve capsules are designed and crafted for high performance
in single-serve brewing systems. The qualities of our cup enable you to deliver
an exceptional consumer experience for ease of use, compatibility with brewing
systems, and protection of the exceptional flavor and aroma of your brand.
Thanks to our compatible designs, we are the only producer on the market who
is able to offer a variety of capsules matching different machines.
WITH PACCOR AS YOUR PARTNER
YOU HAVE THE FREEDOM TO CHOOSE
FROM 3 DIFFERENT CAPSULE DESIGNS.

POLYPROPYLENE
K-CUP COMPATIBLE
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Our PP K-CUP compatible solution has been developed to
meet or exceed the market performance specifications
for shelf life and sustainability. It runs with great
consistency and efficiency in high-speed fill-and-seal
equipment.

K-CUP

PACCOR is not affiliated with, endorsed, or sponsored by
KEURIG® or K-CUP®. KEURIG® and K-CUP® are registered
trademarks of KEURIG® DR. PEPPER.

RECYCLABLE & COMPOSTABLE
NESPRESSO™ COMPATIBLE
Our second solution has been developed to be used in
Nespresso™ machines. It has outstanding low leakage
during brewing and produces an excellent coffee. We
can supply both: Recyclable PP barrier and compostable
barrier capsules providing a long shelf life and high
sustainability performance.

NESPRESSO™

Nespresso™ and Dolce Gusto® are registered trademarks
of Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.

RECYCLABLE DOLCE GUSTO ®
COMPATIBLE

Our third shape is designed to deliver exceptional quality
when using Dolce Gusto® machines. With outstanding
low leakage during brewing, it can be used for coffee and
other beverages such as Chocolate, Latte Macchiato and
many more. Its recyclable PP barrier provides a long shelf
life and high sustainability performance.

DOLCE GUSTO ®

PACCOR is not affiliated with, endorsed by, or sponsored by
Nespresso™ or Dolce Gusto®.
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OU R PRODUCTS

K-C UP
CO MP ATIB LE
To meet the challenge of producing superior cups from a more sustainable
PP material, we have developed and installed two state-of-the-art inline
systems for pellet-to-pod production. Thanks to the work of our development
and innovation team and our industry-leading technology partners, our
capsules are a breakthrough when it comes to sustainability.

patent-pending
cup design

pellet-to-pod
production

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Designed to provide best-in-class protection against
oxygen, which can degrade the flavor and aroma of
your brand.
• State of the art for precise control of 7-layer highbarrier structure, which is the key to extending shelf
life and preserving the quality of your product.
• Closed-loop system designed to preserve our
environment by continuously recycling 100% of plastic
material used in the process, helping us all to meet
sustainability objectives.
• Consistent, high-speed thermoforming with cut-inplace die-cut technology to ensure predictable and
repeatable quality and performance on all filling lines.
• Most automated forming systems in the industry to
enhance efficiencies and reduce human interaction to
protect food safety.
PACCOR is not affiliated with, endorsed by, or sponsored
by KEURIG® or K-CUP®. KEURIG® and K-CUP® are registered
trademarks of KEURIG® DR. PEPPER.

seven-layer
sheet
structure
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proprietary
material
structure

PROTECTING
YOUR PRODUCTS
with expertise in coffee packaging

OUR PR ODUCTS

PROTECTING
YOUR PRODUCTS
with expertise in coffee packaging

N E S P RE S S O ™
CAPSULE COMPATIBLE
Outstanding brewing conditions and an extended shelf
life of up to 18 months are just two of the benefits of our
Nespresso™ compatible pod solutions. Our recyclable
material combinations provide consistent quality and
enable high-performance production. In the past year,
we have developed two sustainable solutions: one based
on PBAT and PVOH and one based on rPP combined

seven-layer
sheet structure

sustainable
solution

with EVOH. The Industrial Compostable PBAT-based
solution has already been launched, and a unique Home
Compostable solution will be introduced soon.
The rPP based solution, which can be either PostIndustrial Recycled PP or Post-Consumer Recycled PP,
will be launched soon.

FEATURES & BE NEFITS

• State of the art for precise control of 7-layer thin
gauge sheet structure
• Excellent oxygen barrier properties
• Consistent, high-speed thermoforming
• Finished pods are automatically stacked, conveyed,
and packed with minimal human contact

CAPABILITIES

• PBAT as compostable material that provides stiffness
and rigidity and can be both industrial and homecompostable
• PEVOH as compostable material, which provides the
oxygen and aroma barrier to protect the quality of the
coffee

TRENDS & BENEFITS

• Extended product shelf life of up to 18 months
• Perfect preservation of the coffee with regard to
aroma and humidity
• More sustainable solutions coming soon

Nespresso™ and Dolce Gusto® are registered trademarks of
Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.

recyclable &
compostable

outstanding
low leakage
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OU R PRODUCTS

DO LC E GUSTO ®
CAPSULE C OMP ATIB LE
In 2020 we also began providing a Dolce Gusto® compatible solution in
PP barrier. The combination of recyclable material, design, and excellent
performance in production have led to our strong reputation in the
coffee capsule business. In addition, we have been developing a more
sustainable solution based on rPP combined with EVOH in the last year.
A solution that can be Post-Industrial Recycled rPP or Post-Consumer
Recycled rPP will be launched soon.

seven-layer
sheet structure

sustainable
solution

PROTECTING
YOUR PRODUCTS
with expertise in coffee packaging

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• State of the art for precise control of 7-layer thin
gauge sheet structure
• Excellent oxygen barrier properties
• Consistent, high-speed thermoforming
• Finished pods are automatically stacked, conveyed,
and packed with minimal human contact

CAPABILITIES

• PP as recyclable material that provides stiffness and
rigidity
• rPP as Post-Industrial or rPP Post-Consumer, which
are more sustainable solutions
• EVOH as compostable material, which provides the
oxygen and aroma barrier to protect the quality of
the coffee

TRENDS & BENEFITS

• Extended product shelf life
• Perfect preservation of the coffee with regard to
aroma and humidity
• More sustainable solutions coming soon
PACCOR is not affiliated with, endorsed by, or sponsored
by Nespresso™ or Dolce Gusto®.

outstanding
low leakage
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PP as recyclable
material
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OUR MATER IALS

INDUSTRY-LEADING
TECHNOLOGY

Together with our partners from around the globe, we have
developed an in-line thermoforming process for sustainable,
single-serve coffee pods. Both, our material structures and
the production lines are ground-breaking inventions within the
packaging industry – leading it towards a circular economy.
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OU R M AT E RIA LS

PUR PO SE DRIVEN MATERIAL
STRUC TURES
With more than 20 years of experience of processing EVOH, we at PACCOR
have transferred our know-how in barrier materials to provide barrier structures
for coffee capsules, to contribute to the circular economy. Depending on the
purpose of a product, our customers can choose between different material
structures – which meet all different kinds of requirements. Our aim is to provide
tailor-made solutions to best meet the needs of our clients and our environment.

PP
BASED

INDUSTRIAL
COMPOSTABLE

HOME
COMPOSTABLE

PP

INDUSTRIAL COMPOSTABLE
COMPOUND

HOME COMPOSTABLE
COMPOUND

•
•
•
•

• Structural layer
• Low emission of CO2
• Biodegradable/
industrial compostable

• Structural layer
• Low emission of CO2
• Biodegradable/
home compostable

EVOH

PVOH

PVOH

• High heat resistance
• High oxygen and aroma barrier
specification
• Special EVOH grades

• Amorphous Polyvinyl Alcohol
modified
• Higher barrier properties than
conventional EVOH (RH: 60%)
• Biodegradable in water
(water soluble)

• High heat resistance
• Good gas barrier specification
• Excellent water solution

MASTERBATCHES

MASTERBATCHES

OUR TARGET

• Broad tailor-made range
of masterbatches
• Specially developed for
coffee capsules

• Industrial compostable
masterbatches available

• Be the first home compostable
multilayer barrier structure

MULTILAYER MATERIAL
STRUCTURE
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Structural layer
High heat resistance and stiffness
Excellent water vapor barrier
Recyclable material

MULTILAYER MATERIAL
STRUCTURE

MULTILAYER MATERIAL
STRUCTURE

OUR MATER IALS

T HE S E T HRE E
A RE O N E O F A K I N D
NESPRESSO™
COMPATIBLE POD

PP & rPP
material
K-CUP
COMPATIBLE POD

PP
material

DOLCE GUSTO ®
COMPATIBLE POD

industrial
compostable

PP MATERIAL STRUCTURE

Virgin PP
In-process
Recyclate
IN PROCESS

Adhesive
EVOH

home
compostable

PP & rPP
material

STRUCTURE OF COMPOSTABLE
MATERIAL

PBAT flexible layer

PBAT
Bio-tie layer
PVOH
Bio-tie layer

Adhesive
PBAT
In-process
Recyclate
IN PROCESS

Virgin PP
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S USTAIN ABILITY

THE FUTURE OF COFFEE PODS
IS SUSTAINABLE
Homemade coffee should not be a threat to the
environment any longer. Thanks to our compostable pods,
our clients do not have to have a guilty conscience for
choosing coffee. They can simply lean back and enjoy
their self-made brew – no compromise needed.
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SU STA INA B IL IT Y

KEY FACTS OF TH E LATEST
D EV ELOP MEN TS
At PACCOR, we find solutions that are driving the shift towards a sustainable
circular economy within the packaging industry. By teaming up with numerous
partners along our value chain, we make sure to develop state-of-the-art
packaging solutions – on behalf of future generations. Find out more about
our latest achievements.

PP FOR PODS

CIRCULAR
SOLUTIONS

The most frequent material of
choice for pods is PP (polypropylene),
a plastic material that has been
identified to replace PS (polystyrene)
based on the greater number of
municipal programs that support PP
recycling.

We at PACCOR have developed
a PP material structure such that
it is reclaimable in a material
recovery facility (MRF) based on
material density that allows it to
float. Plastics that float retain
value for sale as post-consumer
recycled (PCR). Plastics that sink are
frequently classified as mixed and
retain less value for sale by recycling
companies.

Our manufacturing systems are
designed for circularity. This is why
today we are able to re-use at least
98% of in-process recycled
PP material.

COMPOSTABLE
NE SPRESSO™ POD

MORE OPTIONS
TO C OME

OUR COMMITMENT

Our innovative materials engineering
team has developed compostable
material choices for single-serve
pods. The first of our products to
be offered in a compostable version
is the Nespresso™ compatible pod.
When combined with compostable
lidding, filter, and coffee grounds, the
PACCOR pod is compostable after use.
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POST-CONSUMER
RECYCLING

Compostable material options for
K-CUP and Dolce Gusto® compatible
pods are currently in development
and targeted for commercial
availability soon.

As a signatory to the New Plastics
Economy Global Commitment, we
are committed to ensuring that
100% of plastic packaging can be
easily and safely reused, recycled,
or composted by 2025.

PROTECTING
YOUR PRODUCTS
with expertise in coffee packaging
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